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kaiminIn Brief..Moosenappingtradition
continues
The UM Foresters’ 
mascot, the beloved Bertha, 
has been nabbed again.
Bertha, a 61-year-old 
» moosehead with antlers, 
disappeared from the 
forestry school some time 
last week, Foresters* Ball 
Chief Push John “Shrub” 
Walters said.
Traditionally, a campus 
group moosenaps Bertha 
before the January ball and 
returns her in exchange for 
a ransom — usually a case 
of Moosehead beer and 
tickets to the ball.
Walters said he has no 
clue who took the moose, 
and that no ransom de­
mands have come in yet.
The Foresters’ 73rd Ball 
is scheduled for Jan. 19 and 
20.
Water from 
broken toilet 
causes damage 
in Aber Hall
A broken toilet spewed 
wate r from the fourth floor 
to the First floor in Aber 
Hall last weekend, UM’s 
Housing Director said.
Water spread onto 
carpets on the second, third, 
and fourth floors and 
wrecked some ceiling tiles 
in the main office and the 
lobby, Ron Brunell said, 
guessing that the water ran 
for 10 minutes before 
anyone noticed it. Brunell 
estimated that the total 
damage would be from $500 
to $800, including clean-up 
costs and replacing some 
ceiling tiles.
He said the evidence 
suggests someone purposely 
pulled the pipe out of the 
wall, banged or kicked the 
pipe or “pulled too hard 
when they flushed and 
caused the water to flow 
out”
“I hesitate to say it was 
vandalism,” he added.
The incident occurred 
around 3 ajn. Friday, and 
janitors and three or four 
students had the mess 
mopped up by 7:30 aan., he 
said.
He said he doesn’t yet 
know who might have 
caused the flood.
University of Montana Missoula, Montana 
Wednesday November 27,1989
Investigators 
examine 
UM’s building 
accessibility
Office of Civil Rights investigates 
students' discrimination complaints
By Christian Murdock
Kaimin Reporter
U.S. Office of Civil Rights investigators examined 
the accessibility of UM’s buildings Tuesday as part of 
the on-campus investigation of discrimination com­
plaints filed against the university by disabled stu­
dents.
Larry Watson, thepresidentof Alliance for Disabil­
ity and Students at UM, said he escorted the investiga­
tors around the campus showing them only the major 
problems on campus because of the investigators’ 
limited time.
Watson said the investigators, who will be on campus 
until Friday, plan to finish inspecting UM’s buildings 
today.
Besides researching university buildings, the inves­
tigators began interviewing students who had com­
plaints. They were also interviewing UM administra­
tors, Joan Newman, UM’s legal counsel, said.
The investigators will continue to meet with any 
student, faculty, or staff member who wishes to speak 
with them in room 27 of Corbin Hall, Watson said. 
Because of the high number of people wishing to meet 
with the investigators and die limited time they will be 
on campus, people are encouraged to bring a written 
statement of their complaint with diem, he said,
“The OCR is really being fair by giving us every 
opportunity to present our case,” Watson said adding 
that he was concerned that not all of the witnesses 
would be able to speak to the investigators. The inves­
tigators plan to interview everyone, Watson added.
“The investigators are very conscientious people,” 
Newman said.
The four OCR officials are visiting UM as part of 
their investigation of five complaints filed against the 
university by disabled students last September. The 
complaints accuse UM of violating Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Actof 1973, which states that it is illegal 
for an y federal ly fu nded program to discri m ina te agai ns I 
someone because of their disability.
The investigators said they would not comment on 
their findings until after their investigation.
DONATING BLOOD for the first time is always a little scary, but a hug from 
"Ted," an 11-year-old stuffed Big Foot, helps make things a bit easier for 
Junior Brenda Hochhalter. Tuesday’s blood drive on campus ended in 
true holiday fashion with students donating 136 pints, 11 units over the 
American Red Cross’ goal of 125.
Senate to vote on funding proposal for disabled access
By Lisa Meister
Kaimin Reporter
The ASUM Senate plans to vote tonight on a 
recommendation that the UM administration 
use about $82,000 in auxiliary services money 
to improve disability access on campus.
ASUM President Aaron Aylsworth spon­
sored the resolution, which he said the ASUM 
Auxiliary Services Review Committee sug­
gested.
Aylsworth said he has not spoken to UM 
administrators about the proposal. Sylvia We is­
enburger, UM’s acting vice president for ac­
counting and finance, said, “I suppose that they 
(the senators) can vote for such a thing; how­
ever, 1 think we have to be very careful to 
understand ... that’s not the way decisions are
made about expenditures.”
The money, which is part of the student fees 
such as residence hall rentals, meal passes and 
health service fees, had been targeted toward 
making a stadium bond payment in November.
Grizzly ticket sales raised enough to make 
that payment, however, so the $82,000 was 
placed in an auxiliary services reserve account, 
which pays for repairs and capital improve­
ments.
And that money should be directed toward 
expanding access for UM’s students with dis­
abilities, Aylsworth said.
Two months ago, the Alliance for Disability 
and Students of the University of Montana filed 
a complaint with the U.S. Office of Civil Rights 
stating that UM has failed to make programs
accessible to the disabled and has denied then 
aid and services.
For ins tance, the com pi ai nt said that UM doe 
not provide disability access to such buildings a 
the math building and Main Hall, and for no 
providing interpreters and readers for hearing 
impaired or blind students.
Civil rights officers visiting campus this weel 
are looking into those allegations.
Weisenburger suggested that the senate maki 
its recommendation to UM President James Koch 
who could decide how to handle it.
The senate also will hear from UM studen 
Jessi McConnell, a member of the semeste, 
conversion committee.
Tonight’s senate meeting will be the last one 
for the quarter.
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Punish executives guilty of environmental crimes
Admittedly, it’s a naive view, but maybe one day millions of 
dollars will not be able to keep corporate environmental lawbreak­
ers out of prison.
While you’re rolling around on the floor in laughter, consider 
the following incident.
On Jan. 19 of this year, the Los Angeles County Hazardous 
Waste Strike Force raided the Diceon Electronics Factory for 
dumping highly toxic metals into the sewer system. On Oct. 31, 
felony complaints were filed against the top executives of the 
company for what the county’s lead environmental prosecutor 
called “crimes of violence.” If convicted, the executives face 
three-year jail terms.
The case is part of a growing movement to regard environ­
mental lawbreakers as criminals, deserving of tougher fines and 
mandatory jail terms. The movement has increased after the slap 
on the wrist Exxon received following the disastrous oil spill in 
Prince William Sound.
Such disasters as the Alaskan spill do not begin and end with 
a drunken captain. They begin in the boardroom and the office on 
the 30th floor, where the supposedly guiltless executives reside. 
They should end with punishments fitting the crime.
Especially targeted are the “midnight dumpers,” who dispose 
of wastes wherever it is most convenient, rather than using 
landfills. The midnight dumpers are often Mafia-based organiza­
tions, particulary in the East.
Task forces are increasing at all levels. State and local task 
forces, such as the one in Los Angeles, are composed of police­
men, public health officers, sanitation officials and special agents
from the district attorney’s office. At the federal level, the Envi­
ronmental Protection Agency’s Office of Criminal Enforcement 
now has 50 agents, and there is a proposal in Congress to double 
that number.
The list of environmental offenses that carry jail terms is also 
increasing. Laws such as the Clean Water Act, the Toxic Sub­
stances Control Act and the Resource Recovery and Conservation 
Act all include felony charges. The Clean Air Act is likely to 
follow.
The term “environmental law” once carried (and to a certain 
degree, still does) negative connotations of a no-win situation for 
the prosecution. Only a fool would try to take on a large corpora­
tion. But environmental law is gaining a new reputation.
It’s long overdue for the pendulum to swing in this direction. 
White-collar crime does not just mean computer theft, embezzle­
ment and insider trading. It can also include crimes that endanger 
people’s lives, and stiff fines aren’t enough.
Too often, penalties have been designed to be mere deterrents. 
Deterrents do not work anymore, especially when one considers 
the increasing chances we have created for environmental disas­
ters;
It also can be argued that severe penalties after a disaster are 
too late, and do nothing to prevent the disaster in the first place.
But prosecution at the top levels of a corporation, meaning the 
highest persons responsible, might make a corporation think twice 
about what it is doing do the environment.
-Karl Rohr
Letters
Letters of more than 300 words 
and letters not typed and double 
spaced probably won’t be published.
Letters that don't include a signa­
ture, valid mailing address, tele­
phone number and student's year 
and major will not be published.
A letter should be on a subject of 
university interest and should state 
an opinion.
Keep up 
the good work
Editor:
I would like to take the opportunity 
of this letter to welcome the recently 
arrived Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity to 
UM. The idea of thinking and acting 
for oneself can be so onerous for many 
people and that is why my love for the 
Greek system cannot be expressed 
enough. It is a Herculean task, trans­
forming individuals and free thinkers
into manageable and brainwashed 
zealots. Just by looking at the people 
around me, I can tell that the Greeks 
have done an effective job indoctrinat­
ing students in such a way that would 
make brownshirts quite envious. I 
would like to extend by warmest and 
best wishes to the PIKEs and their 
eventual subjugation of the free mind. 
To the Greek organizations already on 
campus, keep up the good work. We 
live in a society which has no room for 
dissenting opinions, questioning of the 
rules, or any kind of individualism. The 
individual is dangerous and the Greeks 
recognize this. I cringe at the mere 
thought of a campus or world where 
people do their own thing. Fraternities 
and sororities are helping to build a 
better university system and country by 
grooming people for the society which 
cannot survive with any number of 
singletons or thinkers, and wouldn’t the 
Oval be a splendid place for a book 
burning?
Andy Phillips 
freshman, radio-television
Save Lolo Peak
Editor:
With ski season just around the 
comer an interesting proposal comes to 
mind. This is the proposal of building a 
major destination ski resort upon Lolo 
Peak.
Initially concerned about the aes­
thetic value of this area, I gathered in­
formation on exactly where this 
proposal stands. In November of 1988, 
63 percent of the voters approved that a 
study on the feasibility of such a resort 
should be done. This study is being 
done by a company named Ecosign and 
is planned to be finished in March of 
1990.
More general information was avail­
able and proved to only strengthen my 
objections to such a resort. I found that 
a ski resort was only part of this $100 
million plan; golf courses, dude 
ranches, and convention centers would 
be constructed to attract people year 
See "Lolo," pg. 4.
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Get connected 
with nature
The end of November is a sad time of 
year for me, not because there are only 
about 30 shopping days left until Christ­
mas, or because it is the last week of the 
quarter and I still haven’t done any school 
work, but because the Montana elk season 
is over. Yes, I must confess, I am a hunter 
and I enjoy killing elk.
To a lot of people, many of whom are 
probably elk killers themselves, this may 
not seem so terrible a confession; but to a 
lot of other folks, this puts me right up 
there with other killers like Ted Bundy and 
Adolf Hitler. You see, as happens every
David
Stalling
hunting season, there have been a lot of 
protests from people who see hunting as 
inhumane. Some animal-rights activists 
have gone so far as to demand that wildlife 
be treated by humans as equal living 
beings-maybe even allow them the right 
to vote. But wait, if we stop humans from 
killing should we also stop the cougar?
The wolf? The snake? The spider?
It’s pleasant to form our views of the 
natural world from what we see in Walt 
Disney films, but that view is not always 
realistic. The natural world is a world of 
killing, with each element dependent, in 
one form or another, on the others. Plants 
use nutrients, herbivores eat plants, 
carnivores eat herbivores and so on. I’m 
an omnivore, and I have an appendix that, 
it is believed, was originally designed to 
help digest meat Oh sure, I don’t have to 
eat elk. I could go to the store and buy my 
meat, ignoring the fact that someone did 
my killing for me. I could place myself a 
bit lower on the food chain, which would 
be more ecologically efficient, and kill 
tomatoes and carrots instead —but I like to 
kill elk, and I like to eat elk.
Plenty Coups, chief of the Crows in the 
late 1800s, said “when I think of buffalo 
meat I am hungry, and I think of it often.” 
He said this after he had been forced to 
live on reservation and the buffalo were 
almost gone. He longed for the days when 
he roamed the wilds, more free than 
modem man could ever imagine, and the 
days when he lived “as man was intended 
to live.”
Granted, those days are gone forever 
and times have changed, but when I hunt 1 
still feel a connection with the nature that I 
feel at no other time. When I venture into 
the wilderness with just backpack and 
camera, which I do often, I feel I am only a 
visitor—on the outside looking in. When I 
hunt I am a participant Most people today 
have lost a real connection with nature, 
which is partly why so many people are 
indifferent to the destruction of the 
environment and isolate themselves from 
the natural world. When I hunt, I feel like 
I imagine Plenty Coups must have felt.
I have a great respect for elk. I love elk. 
Each year I contribute money to organiza­
tions like the Rocky Mountain Elk Founda­
tion to help ensure there will always be 
elk. And during the next several months, 
while many elk are dying from the 
harshness of winter, I will he eating elk 
meat. I’m thankful for that.
David Stalling Is a senior 
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Kohl proposes 
plan to reunite
East and West 
Germany
BONN, West Germany (AP) — 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl Tuesday 
proposed a German federation as 
part of a sweeping plan to reunite 
the two countries after four decades 
of post-war division.
East Germany has increasingly 
discussed the possibility of a con­
federation, but the Communist 
nation's leader, Egon Krenz, ruled 
out any talk of reunification.
“A unity of Germany isn’t on 
the agenda,” Krenz told West 
Germany’s ARD-TV network in 
insisting on the continued existence 
of two “sovereign, independent 
German states.”
There are fears among Europe­
ans in the East and the West about 
the political and economic power 
of a reunified Germany with 80 
million people.
The United States favors reuni­
fication, and State Department 
spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler 
reiterated that position in Washing­
ton on Tuesday. The Soviet Union 
has said the idea is * ‘dangerous and 
unrealistic.”
Kohl said he had no timetable in 
mind to carry out his ideas and 
made it clear it could take years to 
form a federation. He is expected to 
discuss his proposals with East 
German leaders at a summit next 
month.
East German government 
spokesman Wolfgang Meyer said 
Kohl’s plan in general provided 
“interesting starting points for ne­
gotiations.”
Kohl’s proposals were the most 
thorough delineation he has made 
yet of his vision of ending the divi­
sion of Germany imposed after 
World Warn.
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Football fans try to stay awake early Monday morning as they wait In line at Harry Adams Fieldhouse for tickets to this 
weekend's NCAA playoff game. Over 7,000 tickets were sold Monday and over 10,000 by Tuesday night. See page 10 for 
more details about Saturday's game. Photob>' o>™»
Crane falls from building in California; kills at least 5
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A crane plum­
meted from the 16th story of a building under 
construction Tuesday, flattening a school van, 
several cars and smashing into an officebuilding 
across the street At least five people were killed, 
21 injured and five left missing, authorities said.
In the aftermath of the accident that rained 
concrete and twisted steel on one of the busiest 
intersections in the financial district, a prosecu- 
'or said criminal negligence charges twice pre­
viously had been filed against the project’s 
general contractor for accidents on Los Angeles 
construction sites.
There were conflicting statements on what 
was happening before the crane fell. Fire Chief 
Fred Postel said it was hoisting steel beams, but 
the general contractor said the crane was being 
repositioned from the 16th to the 20th floors.
“It felt like an earthquake,” said Merrill 
Lynch Vice President Joe McLaughlin, who 
was in the damaged office building. “I looked 
out and saw two bodies. One construction 
worker’s boots were sticking up through a mass 
of jagged metal.”
A piece of the crane at least three stories long 
dangled from the side of the building under 
construction two hours after the 8:30 a.m. acci­
dent. Police roped off the area and ambulances 
rushed in and out
The street was littered with flattened cars and 
a mangled motorcycle. Gas was cut off to the 
damaged 21-story office building for fear of an 
explosion.
“The wreckage looks absolutely incredible 
— steel beams look like pickup sticks,” said 
Acting Mayor Angela Alioto, sitting in while 
Mayor Art Agnos tours the country urging tour­
ists to return in the wake of the Oct. 17 earth­
quake.
At an afternoon news conference at the scene, 
Alioto said experts could not immediately deter­
mine the cause of the collapse. She also said 
streets in a four-square-block area would be 
closed for at least a week for cleanup and repairs, 
and the California Street cable car also was shut 
down.
Alioto said the dead were four construction 
workers, all from the Seattle area, and the woman 
driving the school van, operated by Laidlaw 
Transit Inc.
The fire chief said five people were listed as 
missing in the twisted steel and broken concrete.
Three hospitals reported receiving 21 vic­
tims, four in serious condition. Most of the rest 
had minor injuries.
hoop it up
with the Lady Griz as they meet 
this year’s contenders...
• Bowling Green University
• Kansas State University
• University of Portland
Schedule of 
Games:
Friday, Dec. 1 
7:00 p.m.
University ol Montana vs. 
University of Portland
9:00 p.m. 
Bowling Green vs 
Kansas State
Saturday, Dec. 2 
7:00 p.m. 
Consolation Game
9:00 p.m. 
Championship game
Meet the teams! 
Tip-off Luncheon 
Friday, Dec. 1
11:30 a.m.
Holiday Inn
«6.50
Public Invited!
The UC Bookstore provides free 
special orders on any book you want!
Our computerized service is efficient, 
fast and easy. We accept VISA,
Mastercard and faculty charges and 
can ship all books UPS.
It’s.old fashioned, service with modern conveniencel
Did ra bow that-
WINTER QUARTER INTRAMURALS 
AT CAMPUS RECREATION
SPORT Corec Men Women Due Play Begins Fee
Basketball 
(Winter Qtr)
Limit 14 
Teams 
X
X*
5 man A&B 
1 man short cl 
6' and under
X*
5 person
Dec. 1 Jan. 4 $10 +$7 
Minimum
$10 +$8 
MinimumJan. 7Dec. 1X*X*
Indoor Soccer 
(Winter Qtr) 
Limit 18 teams
Pick up Fall Refunds the 
Last Week of Classes or Finals 
Week Only at McGill 109 
243-2802
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from page 2.
round. . ,
The interest in recreational ac­
tivities is obviously on the rise, yet 
the competition between such re­
sorts proves to be staggering. For 
example, there are 575 ski resorts in 
the United States, down from 1,000 
in the mid-1960s, and 100 of these 
areas are for sale on the edge of 
bankruptcy.
Supporters of this proposal boast 
such details as more vertical drop 
than any other ski area in the Uni ted 
States (4,700 feet), an “interna­
tional” airport only 15 miles away, 
an already sufficient highway of 
access, and even the low likelihood 
of altitude sickness with the peak at 
a mere 8,000-plus feet As a matter 
of fact, I found no appealing as­
pects to the proposal.
On the other hand, there appears 
to be many concrete reasons why 
such a region should not be devel­
oped. The wildlife (elk, mtn. goat, 
and fish) which lives in the area, 
and the adjacent Selway-Bitterroot 
Wilderness, is, of course, expected 
to feel significant impact if such de­
velopment occurs. The area on the 
middle and upper slopes of the peak 
have demonstrated instability when 
saturated which would cause accel­
erated soil erosion, polluting the 
watershed below with over-sedi­
mentation. Our already distressed 
air quality situation would definitely 
feel impact from the increase in fuel 
emissions.
The list goes on and I encourage 
all to become more informed on this 
issue. If an investor becomes inter­
ested, we may be voting on whether 
or not we want, or could support, 
such a “mega-resort.” I also encour­
age a visit to the area, preferably 
through a hike or x-country ski, to 
help to at least see my point of view. 
Let’s save Lolo Peak from the hustle 
and bustle, and concentrate instead 
on other community improvement 
issues.
Jeff Burton
junior, political science
What happened 
to the Kaimin?
Editor:
What is the purpose of this 
“paper” called the Kaimin? Any­
thing of interest rarely graces the 
pages and with the exception of the 
editorials, the paper lacks anything 
enticing. The Kaimin should be a 
representation of the Journalism
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department and should reflect the 
ability of up and coming journal­
ists. However, the Kaimin often 
misspells words, misquotes sources 
and editorials, allows poor gram­
mar and punctuation to creep in and 
has little literary value. Anything 
else of any importance can be found 
in the Missoulian or heard on the 
radio. And like Schieno and Fire- 
hammer, Mike Royko, David 
Broder and George Will all have 
opinions but, unlike the two Kaimin 
editorialists, Royko, Broder and 
Will utilize credible fact and true 
intellect, not hearsay and outdated 
garble. But papers often deliver 
what the readers want and if people, 
namely students, are happy with 
the Kaimin, so be it So it’s safe to 
say that the history of Hearst hasn’t 
been touched upon yet, eh? What­
ever happened to the old Kaimin 
with its daring and well-written 
articles with little regard for outside 
criticism on choice of content?
Peter E. Klein 
graduate student
Support 
the Grizzlies
Editor:
Montana Grizzlies stomped the 
Jackson State Tigers in the first 
round of the NCAA Division 1-AA 
playoffs, 48-7. Unfortunately, it 
seems that Marlene Mehlhaff (Nov. 
22) failed to see how important this 
game was for our school. We hope 
that she bought a ticket for the game 
in order to help ticket revenues top 
the SI20,000mark. This allowed us 
to open bids for TV coverage and 
show the game across the state. So 
what, right Marlene? Wrong . . . 
television gives us positive expo­
sure to prospective UM students 
and other citizens across Montana. 
Since you voiced concern for some 
of UM’s programs, you probably 
realizc that new students mean more 
money for the university because of 
the state’s legislative funding for­
mula. So, Ms. Mehlhaff, by attend­
ing the game Saturday, you had a 
chance to help those jeopardized 
programs here on our campus.
Additionally, Marlene, unless 
you are completely out of touch 
with reality, you know that the 
roughly $2,000 in services donated 
by the Missoula business commu­
nity is a drop in the bucket com­
pared to the funding needed to save 
CSD or pharmacy. We feel that any 
positive exposure to the state of 
Montana is far more beneficial
toward our institution and its pro­
grams than the $2,000 would have 
been.
Furthermore, the game allowed 
the university to pull together with 
the community of Missoula. Min­
uteman Aviation, Montana Music, 
Missoula Tire Co., Montana Trans­
fer Co. and the Missoula Loyola 
students all helped with the pre- 
game preparation, and we appreci­
ate their efforts. We would also like 
to thank the dozens of retailers who 
purchased ad space in the Mis­
soulian last week supporting our 
team, and KPAX television for their 
bid on the game (along with the 
other stations in the northwest that 
helped make the broadcastaquality 
production). Finally, we’d like to 
thank all of the people who dis­
played enthusiastic banners on their 
walls and in their windows. We 
appreciate all of your support, and 
we will try to support your busi­
nesses in return.
Now, Ms. Mehlhaff, we wish 
that in the future instead of trying to 
divide the students from the com­
munity that we call “home” nine 
months out of the year, you instead 
write to the Governor, the Legisla-
See "Grizzlies," pg. 5.Last weekend, the University of
"I wasn’t rubbing 
it in-I just wanted 
Eddie to know 
the score of 
last night 's garnet
Go ahead and gloat. You can 
rub it in all the way to Chicago 
with AT&T Long Distance Service. 
Besides, your best friend Eddie 
was the one who said your team 
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a 
lot less than you think to let him 
know who's headed for the Playoffs. 
Reach out and touch someone.®
If you’d like to know mote about 
AT&T products and sendees, like 
International Calling and the AT&l 
Card, call us at 1800 222-0300.
AT&T
The right choice.
SIMPLY RED: 
an Ernie's pizza 
SIMPLY LOW PRICED 
all the items on Ernie's huge pizza
SIMPLY PUT
Ernie's Eatery has become the choice 
of the U!
HO BETTER FOOD - NO BETTER PRICES 
Ernie's Eatery 
247 W. Front Downtown
Hostage
An Irish. — 
madcap tragedy
by
Brendan Behan
HovM-Dwl
Nightly at 800 p.m.
TK-ITC-Z Outlets
Budget Tapes and Records 
UC Ticket Office
Western Federal Savings Southside 
Warden's Market
BOXOmCE
141-4581
Performing Arts/Radk>TV Center
University of
Montana
DON’T BE 
MISINFORMED 
Read 
the
Kaitnin
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lure, and the Board of Regents with 
your concerns. We feel these ef­
forts will be much more valuable 
than trying to erode our community 
support. While you’re at it, you 
also have a chance to help by taking 
a break from finals preparation and 
hitting the Grizzly game this Satur­
day. Thanks again, Missoula, the 
rest of Montana, and alumni around 
the world - we appreciate your 
support. And, of course, with re­
gards to E. Illinois . . . Go 
GR1ZZZZZ!!!
Kelly W. Elder 
senior, business administra­
tion
Tim Astle
sophomore, political science 
Dan Bartsch 
junior, physical therapy 
Chris Carlson
sophomore, business finance 
Scott Herzig 
sophomore, economics 
Alan Kanning 
senior, pharmacy 
Carlton Kemp
junior,chemistry and pre-med 
Kent Kuehn
sophomore, general studies 
Kris Kuehn 
junior, education 
Tim Kuney
sophomore, pre-engineering
Kathy Mann
senior, pharmacy
Toni Nik las
junior, political science
Tarl Norman
sophomore, biology
Natalie Shell
senior, business administra­
tion
Jeff Souza
junior, economics and 
political science 
Gary Verhoff 
sophomore, general studies 
Scott Wilson 
sophomore, English
Help the 
Nazi’s pack
Editor:
The Aryan Nations want a 
homeland? What a marvelous idea! 
Seriously now, folks, before we 
dismiss the idea out of hand just 
because it’s arrogant, presumptu­
ous and absurd, let’s pause a 
moment to consider its many good 
points. Wouldn’t it be nice to have 
all those smal l-minded, hate-spout­
ing paranoids neatly segregated into 
one tidy reservation, where they 
could spend their days patting each 
other on the back for having had the 
admirable foresight and judgment 
to be bom blond and blue-eyed, and 
reveling in their refuge from evil 
influences of genetic diversity and 
free thought? What an opportunity 
for the rest of us to be rid of them! 
Sure, most people who believe in 
tolerance try to be tolerant even of 
the flaming neo-Nazi types on the 
theory that it’s better to have a few 
rabid idiots running around loose 
than a lot of reasonable sane folks 
afraid to speak their minds, and 
would never go so far as to try to 
drive a black family out of a white
neighborhood. But gosh, folks, if 
they ’re going to volunteer, couldn’ t 
we just smile and keep our mouths 
shut and help? Think how nice it 
would be for all those non-white 
people not to be threatened and 
maligned simply for not being 
white. Think how appropriate it 
would be to have ail those loud 
proponents of intolerance all gath­
ered together somewhere well away 
from the rest of us to take their 
intolerance out on each other, rather 
than any innocent bystander who 
happens to have a little more skin 
pigment than they do. How could 
we possibly complain? We should 
be helping them pack!
The only real flaw I see in this 
whole plan is the idea of putting 
this reservation in the Pacific North­
west. I must agree with Woody 
Kipp, we have enough trouble trying 
to deal with the reservations here 
occupied by the people who actu­
ally started out here, it would be 
silly to put more reservations in the 
Northwest, or America as a whole 
for that matter. Better they should 
get back to their own true roots and 
the lands that brought forth their 
ancestors. Besides, it’s quite clear 
they really disapprove of the wide­
spread attitudes of tolerance and 
freedom infecting this part of the 
world, surely they would never by 
truly happy here, with all those 
progressive, free-thinking Ameri­
can types lurking just outside their 
borders probably ready to subvert 
their children and liberate their 
wives. Doubtless they would be 
much happier if we could only find 
them a place where the populace
was predominandy white but the 
established customs of government 
were a bit more in keeping with 
their own stated philosophies.
I hear there are a lot of nice new 
vacancies in East Germany these 
days...
Julia K. Stone 
senior, microbiology
Calling the 
pro-choice bluff
Editor:
I see that abortion rights has 
gotten to be a big issue on campus. 
This is, and will continue to be, an 
issue that will divide students, po­
litical groups, churches, even the 
country, into two camps. One side 
hollers murderers, the other hollers 
rights.
Now, it seems to me that either 
side cannot expect the other to 
understand its point of view. The 
pro-life side has the dubious for­
tune of having fundamentalists on 
its side. The fundamentalists who 
are vociferous in this issue are, I 
think, making a mistake. They are 
told in the Bible to love one another 
and especially to love those who for 
one reason or another are hard to 
love. I think that this includes the 
pro-choice people. Fundamental­
ists cannot force those who are not 
part of their belief system to behave 
as they do, yet this is what the 
militant pro-life movement is all 
about
The solution is to be compas­
sionate. The women undergoing this 
trauma in their lives do not need to 
be called murderers. They need love 
and understanding. If fundamental­
ists want to lower the incidence of 
abortion in America, they can show 
these women that they care.
A woman wrote to the editor in 
the Missoulian that the pro-life 
movement talks a good fight, but 
then asked where the commitment 
was. In other words, who would 
help the pregnant women and their 
children, should they be bom? 
Where was the support? I am pro­
life, and I want to call her bluff.
If you are pregnant and don’t 
know what to do, come find me. If 
you want to have the baby but are 
fearful of the responsibilities and 
the costs. I will offer this: I have a 
four-bedroom house with two of 
the rooms not used by my family. I 
will keep you in my home and pay 
all bills associated with this that the 
government agencies will not pay. 
You can continue school and live in 
my home for free. If you decide to 
keep the child, I will do all I can to 
insure you have the finances re­
quired to do this. If you want to put 
it up for adoption, I will help in this 
matter.
WARNING: Some restrictions 
apply. I have strict rules required of 
those accepting my largess. But, I 
am calling your bluff. You want 
help? Here I am. 251-3291.
Robert Foss 
graduate, psychology
We'll provide the rest
The University of Montana 
FITNESS CENTER
Students, Faculty, and Staff
B.Y.O.B.
(Bring Your Own Body)
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Holiday social functions increase drinking
By Marlene Mehlhaff
Kaimin Reporter
H
ow about a little holiday cheer?
Holiday drinking isn't a new idea. In fact,
it's ingrained in our society.
“Almost all social functions during the
holidays are surrounded by alcohol,” according to 
Scott Todd, executive director of the Life Works 
Outreach Center, a drug and alcohol counseling 
service. “Society conditions us to consume alcohol.”
Alcohol distributors, liquor stores and bars all 
report increased sales during the holidays. The 
Missoula Police Department and the Montana High­
way Patrol also report that more drinking occurs 
during the holidays.
But not all of those who drink more during the 
holidays are celebrating, according to Todd and the 
coordinator of UM’s Drug and Alcohol Prevention 
Program. Both say depression also accounts for some 
holiday drinking.
Polly Lewis, a bartender at the Rocking Horse in 
Southgate Mall, says more drinking occurs at her bar 
for both reasons.
“It’s not always for festive reasons,” Lewis says. 
“There's a lot of loneliness, and people who get frus­
trated from shopping come in and drink it up.”
The owner of Maxwell’s bar, on Ryman St, thinks 
people drink more to celebrate.
“People are more festive during this time,” Steve 
Nelson says, adding that the holidays are his bar's 
busiest time of the year.
The Montana Mining Company on Broadway and 
the Rhino, which is downtown, report only small 
increases during the holiday season. They say their 
business doesn't go up that much because they lose 
business from college students who go home for 
Christmas break.
Janet Hunter, the manager of the Montana Mining 
Company, says that at her bar, the clientele completely 
changes during the holiday season.
“We get a lot of shoppers who stop in for a drink,” 
Hunter says.
Eastgate Liquor and a Montana Liquor store also 
report increased sales.
Sales “naturally go up,” Jim Goble, a salesman at 
the Montana Liquor Store on Garfield Ave., says. 
“Everybody buys before the holidays for the whole
"Almost all social functions 
during the holidays are sur­
rounded by alcohol. Society con­
ditions us to consume alcohol."
-Scott Todd
season.”
Harry Watkins, the controller at Zip Beverage, Inc., 
says that the summer is their best season, but sales also 
are up during December.
In December 1988, Zip sold about 16 percent less 
alcohol than they did in August 1988, the peak month 
in sales that year.
But, they sold 20 percent more alcohol in December 
1988 than in January 1988, their lowest month for sales 
that year.
Surprisingly, although liquor sales and drinking 
increase during the holidays, drunk driving arrests are 
not necessarily higher during December.
Lonie Parson, coordinator of Missoula’s Traffic 
Safety Program, says there were 79 DUI arrests in De­
cember 1988, 55 in November, 77 in October and 74 in 
September. She says those numbers tell the story of at 
least the last three years.
Parson did say, however, that statistics didn’t mean 
that drinking wasn’t up during the holiday season.
One possible reason arrests aren’t higher, Parson 
says, is that the police department makes it widely 
know that more officers will be on duty during the 
holiday season. During known party times like the 
holidays, Parson says, a special DUI team is out 
patrolling additional hours. The team members’ 
overtime pay comes from the money DUI offenders pay 
to get their driver’s licenses reinstated.
Another reason, she says, is that designated drivers 
and programs like Home Free Missoula are promoted 
more heavily during the holiday season.
Home Free Missoula, which is sponsored by 
Missoula area bars, provides free rides home to people 
who are too drunk to drive.
Larry Driscoll, a sergeant for the Montana Highway 
Patrol in Missoula, agrees with Parson that because 
people expect more policemen to be looking for drunk 
drivers during the holiday season, they are more cau­
tious.
“People are especially cautious on days like New 
Year’s Eve,” he says.
Parson says people should remember to buckle 
their seatbelts during the holiday season to prevent 
injuries in case accidents with drunk drivers do occur.
According to a recent study, on any given Friday or 
Saturday night, there are 5,000 to 10,000 drunk drivers 
on Montana roads, she says, and that number is 
probably higher during the holidays.
To remind people about drank driving during the 
holiday season, National Drank Driving Awareness 
Week is Dec. 10 to 16, she says.
While drinking and driving is a negative aspect of 
holiday partying, there are positive aspects, too.
According to JoAnne Blake, coordinator of UM’s 
Drug and Alcohol Prevention Program drinking can be 
a fun way to celebrate and socialize if kept under 
control.
Don’t drink to excess, eat something when you 
drink and don’t drink and drive, she says.
People also drink because they are depressed, 
Blake said, adding that drinking is not the right way to 
handle depression.
“There’s a lot of ups and a lot of downs that go 
with drinking,” she says.
People drink because they have bad childhood 
memories of holiday time, or because the holidays are 
not he same as they used to be, she says. For some, 
she says, Christmas never seems to live up to the 
media hype, or they want to spend more money on 
presents than they can afford.
But, the likeliest reason for holiday depression is 
being away from family, Blake says.
Todd agrees, adding that students may feel it most, 
especially if they get stuck in Missoula for the 
holidays, isolated from their families.
Blake advises people to remember that drinking is 
not the answer for holiday depression.
“Get someone to talk to,” she says. “Talking is the 
greatest release there is.”
She says UM’s counseling center will be open 
during the holidays for people who want to talk about 
their problems.
Blake also suggests doing fun things and to keep a 
sense of humor to chase away the holiday blues.
“Watch Harpo Marx or something,” she says.
Just what every college student needs: A roommate that cooks.Introducing the new B.M.O.C.-the big­gest Macintosh on campus:The Macintosh* D computer. It’s the per­fect roommate for power hungry students who do high speed computing, video pro­cessing, engineering or graphic design.Made with an open configuration that allows for special purpose boards,the Mac’ll is the fastest, best performing Macintosh ever built Yet with all its sophistication, it still has the same point-and-click simplicity that Macintosh has become famous for.Which means, of course, the Macintosh n and you will be the perfect roommates:It cooks. And you clean ud.The power to be your best”
1988Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, htc 
‘The power to be your best'is a trademark of Apple Computer, htc
Computers
University Center 
P.O. Box 5148 
U of M Campus
(406) 243-4921
i,
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EVENTS
Art
The Spirit of Mod­
ernism, an exhibition 
featuring 13 Montana 
artists, runs through Dec. 
15 in the Gallery of 
Visual Arts in the Social 
Science Building.
“Domestic Scenar­
ios,” an exhibition on 
low fire ceramics and 
drawings by Susan 
Taylor, runs through Dec. 
9 in the UC Gallery. A 
reception will be held for 
the Missoula artist Friday 
in the gallery from 7 to 9 
p.m.
The UM Ceramics 
Students’ Juried Show 
and Christmas sale runs 
in the Art Annex Dec. 1 
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and 
Dec. 2 from 9 a.m. to 6 
pan. There will be an 
opening celebration Dec.
1 from 7 to 9 p.m. There 
will be a preview Thurs­
day from 5 to 9 p.m.
Music
An Evening of 
Student Chamber 
Music will be presented 
Friday at 8 p.m. in the 
Music Recital Hall. Ad­
mission is free.
University Christmas 
Concert, featuring the 
University Choir, UM 
Chamber Chorale, 
Renaissance Ensemble 
and the Missoula Sym­
phony Chorale, will be 
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in 
the University Theater. 
The concert is free, but 
donations of food goods 
will be accepted to go to 
charity.
Crazy 8s to rock the Commons before finals week
CRAZY 8s Photo courteay erf Liae Alexander
JL f you need to unwind before 
the Finals Week from Hell, Satur­
day night the Crazy 8s can take 
your mind and body away from 
the books and out to the dance 
floor of the Copper Commons.
The Portland, Pre. based rock 
band is one of the most successful 
independent bands in the country, 
and heavily tours the national col­
lege circuit Their current tour is 
called the Doggapotamus World 
1989 Tour of North America, 
named after their latest album
“Doggapotamus World” on Red 
Rum Records.
Red Rum is the band’s own 
label. They released their first al­
bum, ‘Law and Order,” in 1984, 
followed by “Nervous in Subur­
bia," “Out of the Way,” and a 
double-live package called “Big 
Live Nut Pack.” .
It’s hard to define the sound 
of the Crazy 8s, but rock, funk, 
soul, rhythm and blues, ska and 
reggae fill their repertoire. 
They’re not a “screaming guitar” 
band, and they feature a lot of 
Latin percussion and a powerful
system severx
— IS THE ONE—
“FULL SERVICE SALON 
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY”
COLORS
U OF M STUDENTS DISCOUNT 10% 
All Services and Retail Products
STARTING AT »20°°
* PrecMton MMfCutttno
• Wigs and Haw Accaaaonaa
♦ Sculpturad Nads
• Tanning Beds
* Protaaaxxxal Baauty Products 
MO APPOINTMENT MECEMARY
•30-MO 
•30-MO 
1030-MO
721-3028
SOUTHGATE MALL
hom section.
The show begins at 8 p.m. Into 
the March and The Wacky Jelly­
beans will open the show. Tickets
are $5.50 for students and $6.50 
general admission, and are avail­
able at Tic-It-EZ outlets. Bar 
drinks will be available.
All you can eat!
$099
Buffet
pizza • spaghetti • salad 
garlic sticks • dessert
LUNCH: Mon. thru Fri. • $2.99 
EVENING: Tties & Wed • $3.99 
children's prices
Godfathers
Pizza
Holiday Village • Brooks & Stephens 
721-FOOD
Copper the 
Commons Time To Get
CRAZY
Crazy 8's 
U.C. Ballroom 
Sat. Dec. 2, 8:00 p.m. 
Students $5.50
MOM*;
S*<
Bwn
Mug Club
Purchase our new Travel Mug (12oz) 
with uour choice of regular or gourmet 
coffee for $ l.50
Future refills of either 
coffee only 30 c
Tickets at Tic-It-Ez Outlets
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’The Hostage' brings Irish political humor to UM
By Karl Rohr
Arts Editor
AJ. JL n offbeat, political comedy winds 
down the fall season of the UM Drama 
Department’s productions this week.
“The Hostage” plays through Saturday 
night at the Montana Theater. It first 
played on Broadway in 1960, and when 
one studies its author, it’s hard to believe 
the play turned out as a comedy.
The play was written by Irishman Bren­
dan Behan, who is a member of the Irish
Republican Army. He spent eight years in 
various prisons for his illegal IRA activi­
ties in the 40s and 50s. “The Hostage” has 
been called his most “Irish” of plays.
Elaine Sehnert, publicity director of the 
UM Drama Department, said Behan is “a 
funny person, and not as bitter as you’d 
expect him to be. He was also nominated 
for a Nobel Peace Prize. I don’t know how 
close he got, but he was nominated.”
Sehnert said the play is “very much a 
political story,” but it relies on a simple 
plot and stresses character interaction. The 
story concerns a British soldier who is held 
captive by the IRA in a Dublin brothel. He
The play is “very much 
a political story,” but 
it relies on a simple 
plot and stresses 
character interaction.
-Elaine Sehnert
is told he will be killed if the planned 
execution of an IRA prisoner in Belfast is 
carried out
Drama students Brett Tuomi and 
Colleen Campbell play the owners of the 
brothel, where Sehnert said some “incredi­
bly strange people wander in and out”
The play, featuring a cast of 18, is 
directed by the Dean of the School of the 
Fine Arts, James D. Kriley. The technical 
crew has constructed a two-story set that 
Sehnert said “is worth coming to see the 
show for.”
She added that the setting of the play is 
honest and real.
“You know where you stand in a 
brothel,” she said. “You pay your money 
and get what you pay for.”
All shows begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 
for students and seniors and $9 for general 
public.
Now hiring at the Montana Kaimin for ...
Winter Quarter
JOBS
Reporters............... $210/ mo.
Copy Editors ..... $190/mo. 
News Editors..... $290/mo. 
Managing Editor.. $290/mo. 
Photographers ... $I90/mo.
Columnists..
Arts Editor................ $240/mo.
Feature Editor.......$240/mo.
Sports Editor........$240/mo.
Sports Reporter.....$190/mo.
Photo Editor........ $210/mo.
......$50/mo.
Pick up applications in Journalism 206. Completed applications are due at noon on 
Wednesday, Nov. 29.
Home of the good 
guys and good buys
WE GIVE
location - closest store to the U 
PA system rentals 
guitars and strings 
drums and accessories LESSONS
keyboards and recording gear 
service - we will order anything 
you need.
ELECTRONIC SOUND & PERCUSSION 
819 S. Higgins 728-1117
Read the Kaimin
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Sports
Briefs...
UM spikers make 
conference team
Two members of the 
University of Montana vol­
leyball team have made the 
All-Big Sky Conference 
team.
Senior Mari Brown was 
a first-team selection and 
freshman Jennifer Moran 
was named Co-Outstanding 
freshman along with a 
player from Eastern 
Washington, as well as 
earning all-conference 
honorable mention.
Brown, a five-foot-eight- 
inch outside-hitter led the 
Lady Griz with a 3.38 
average for kills and 3.79 
average for digs. She was 
the conference’s leading 
digger, and ninth best in 
kills. She is UM’s all-time 
leader for career digs with 
1,249.
Moran is a six-foot 
outside hitter who was 
second in kills for UM with 
a 3.35 average and second 
in digs with a 2.57 average. 
She finished tenth in the 
conference in kills.
Huskies dump 
Lady Griz 67-58 
during break
The Lady Griz go into 
the Dominos Pizza Classic 
Dec. 1-2 coming off a 67-58 
loss to the University of 
Washington at the Harry 
Adam’s Fieldhouse Sunday 
evening.
Jean McNulty led UM in 
its losing effort with 30 
points and nine rebounds. 
She was 15-24 from the 
field.
Shannon Cate was next 
for UM with 11 points on 
the game and five rebounds. 
Close behind was Kris 
Haasl with six points and 
seven rebounds and Marti 
Kinzler with five points and 
seven rebounds.
Montana committed 20 
turnovers in the game.
The Lady Griz are in 
search of their seventh con­
secutive win of the annual 
tournament and will 
compete with Bowling 
Green, Kansas State and 
Portland.
Good news abounds for UM football team
By Frank Field
Sports Editor
Thanksgiving weekend proved 
to be a veritable potpourri of good 
news for Grizzly fans as the team 
earned a home quarterfinal game by 
whipping up on Jackson State (tick­
ets are likely selling better than 
Playboy's “Gala Christmas Issue”), 
and the team’s entire inside line 
received mention in listings for the 
All-Big Sky team. Here’s the score- 
card:
The All-Big Sky team
The Big Sky Conference ap­
pointed four Montana Grizzlies to 
the all-league offensive team Tues­
day and gave seven others honor­
able mention.
Left tackle Kirk Scrafford and 
right guard Jay Fagan were given 
first-team honors and quarterback 
Grady Bennett and halfback Jody 
Farmer were selected to the second 
team. This year marks Scrafford 
and Farmer’s second selection to 
the All-Big Sky team.
Grizzlies receiving Honorable 
Mention were: receivers Mike 
Trevathan, Lorenzo Glenn and Matt 
Clark, tackle Tim Polich, center 
Chad Germer, guard Rick Erps and 
return specialist Shannon Cabunoc.
The defensive players named to 
the All-Big Sky Conference team
Griz tip-off vs. Bluejays tonight in home game
By Matt B. Walen
Sport Reporter
The Montana Grizzly basket­
ball team has a big pre-finals test 
tonight against the Creighton Blue- 
jays at 7:30 in Dahlberg Arena.
Montana, 2-0 this season com­
ing off of last week’s 88-65 win 
over the Portland Pilots, will be 
trying to avenge last year’s 57-51 
loss to the Bluejays at Omaha, Neb.
Grizzly head coach Stew Mor­
rill said he has respect for 
Creighton’s team and its ability to 
attack from 3-point land as well as 
inside the paint.
“We have to have a real good 
defensive effort in order to win,”
will be named later today and Most 
Valuable Player titles for offense 
and defense will be named tomor­
row.
The ticket sales 
The home quarterfinal game this
weekend is the furthest UM has 
been into the NCAA playoffs in the 
school’s history and has sparked a 
flurry of ticketsales. Monday, more 
than 7,000 tickets flowed out ticket 
windows, and more than 10,000 
tickets to the game were sold as of 
Tuesday evening. That number, 
compared to the 11,854 who 
watched the UM Jackson State 
game, projects a capacity crowd. 
Student tickets are going for $6 for 
reserved and general admission 
seats.
The UM-JSU game 
Saturday, the Grizzlies earned a
second home playoff game by 
walloping Jackson State 48-7. UM 
will take on 15 th-ranked Eastern 
Illinois this Saturday .Runn ingback 
Jody Farmer came off a bad ankle 
to lead UM in rushing with 61. 
Quarterback Grady Bennett passed 
for 239 yards, completing 13 of 19 
attempts.The UM defense held 
Jackson State to a net gain of one 
yard rushing. The Tigers had 77 
yards on advances, but the Griz­
zlies powerful defense handed JSU 
76-yards-worth of losses.
Morrill said, adding that rebound­
ing and transition off the rebound 
will also be key factors for a Griz­
zly win.
“We believe in a balanced at­
tack,” he said. The inside attack 
starts with 6-foot-10-inch sopho­
more center Daren Engellant and 
continues outside with 3-point 
bombs from 6-foot-6-inch senior 
forward John Reckard and 6-foot- 
5-inch sophomore guard Roger 
Fastings.
The Bluejays posted a 20-11 
record last year while winning the 
Missouri Valley Conference regu­
lar season title and tournament 
championship. The Bluejays’tour­
nament championship gave the team
Grizzly defenders Mike McGowan and Mike Rankin take down 
a Jackson State running back during UM 48-7 romp over the 
TigerS Saturday. Photo by ChrijtianMurdodc
an automatic berth into the NCAA 
tournament.
“Creighton is as good as any of 
the other three teams (Colorado 
State, SL Mary’s and East Tennes­
see State) that we will see this 
preseason that made last year’s 
NCAA tournament,” said Morrill, 
currently in his fourth year as head 
coach.
Bluejays’ head coach Tony 
Barone’s two key returnees are 6- 
foot-10-inch junior center Chad
Gallagher and 6-foot-6-inch junior 
forward Bob Harstad.
Harstad, the pre-season “Player 
of the Year” in the MVC, averaged 
16.7points and 9.4 reboundsagame.
Gallagher, coming off of arthro­
scopic knee surgery in late Octo­
ber, averaged 15.3 points and 6.6 
rebounds a game last year.
“We like to have a tough presea­
son schedule in hopes that it better 
prepares us for league play,” he 
said.
THAILAND:
perspectives on Culture and Agriculture
A slide Show Presentation 
by Glen Hill
Peace Corps Volunteer in Agriculture 
Extension 1985-88 
UC Lounge Thursday, November 30 
7:30 p.m.
WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS
Outfitting & Packing 
28th Annual Course
Learn the Art of Packing Horses and Mules 
24 Hours of Instruction 
Winter Quarter
Pre-Registration 
Fee Required - Limited Number
Call Today! 549-2820
/ ‘ Licensed bu the State of Montana
BANFF FESTIVAL OF 
MOUTAIN FILMS- 
1989 AWARD WINNERS
November 30th, Thursday,
7:00 p.m.
at the underground lecture Hall 
on the U of M Campus
For more Info call Campus Recreation 
Outdoor Program 243-2802 or 
The Trailhead 543-6966.
Net proceeds will be donated to the 
Uof M Climbing Wall
$7 in advance $9 at the door
Available Outlet^ and The. Trailhead
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Overseas jobs. $900 - $2000 mo. Summer, year-
raund, all countries, all fields. Free info. Write 
UC. P.O. Box 52-MT02, Corona Del Mar, CA 
92625. 11-7-13
Co^eiothe Univeoity of Monuni'i Campus for
Choice next meetreg. We will be discussing some 
ideas for more pro-choice scuvity here on campus. 
TUwwl.y 11/30.7:00 am.. Montana Rooms. 11- 
29-2_______________________________________
F.W. Bsliee M-D. Contraception and Family 
Planning. Free preganancy tests. 1-586-1751. 
11-3-30
Six Jesuit Meats murdered at the University of San 
Salvador!! Do something? Look in Friday's 
Kaimin. 11-29-1
Fall Quarter Intramural Forfeit Fee Refunds. If 
your team did not forfeit any games, pick up your 
$10 November 27 through December 8 at McGill 
109. This is the only tune. 11-29-3
Marketing Opportunity: Northwest Mutual is 
seeking college interns for winter and spring 
quarters. Opportunity to market life and disability 
insurance as well as learn valuable alrilla for a 
career in the financial world. If you are a junior or 
senior and would like to schedule an interview, 
please call Gail Verlanic at 728-6699. 11-29-3
Wanted: Graduate Student or faculty to sub-let 
Urge furnished home in Lolo for extended period 
of time available Jan. or Feb. Please write and we 
will call you back. Box 834. Lolo, MT 59847 10- 
24-20
SALE: Hardback fiction 2 for $1 while they last. 
The Bookmark behind Shopko on Clark Sl 721 - 
3966. 10-31-op Services
Pregnant? Need Help? Free pregnancy test. 
riwifi/iential. Birthright. 549-0406. 10-31-90
Come to the Women's Resource Centers final Fall 
Brown Bag Lecture. This week we will have Dr. 
Janet Allison discussing Feminism and 
Relationships. Wednesday Nov. 29,12:00 noon in 
the Montana Rooms. Bring your lunch. 11-29-2
Juried show and Christmas sale Dec. 1st thru Dec. 
2nd. Opening celebration Dec. 1st from 7:00 to
11-29-3
U students are packing into Ernie’s Eatery. Check 
itouL Great atmosphere, prices made for U students, 
superfood. Wethink you’ll like it Downtown by 
Luke'a. 11-29-3
For kids from 1 to 99. Aprons & Bibs by Montana 
Apronworks. See them. UC Art Fair, Thursday 
and Friday. 11-29-3
Concerned about El Salvador? Watch Friday’s 
Ksiminl! 11-29-1
Students leaving for X-mas. Faculty family needs 
to rent late model car-front WD 4-door for local 
use. Dcc20-Jan.4. Will pay $250. Have insurance. 
721-2692. M-F after 4:30. Anytime Sat.-Sun. 11- 
29-3 ,
AVON has a place for you! Door-to-door, no 
door-to-door sales or take care of your own Avon 
needs and receive a discount. Call today and save 
on your Christmas shopping! Pamela 251-5779, 
Karen 542-2109 or Joyce 549-3943. 11-10-10
Help Wanted
Babysitter-one 6 yr. old boy. Before class hours 
3days/week. Car necessary. Call 542-0535. 11- 
29-3
Needed for winter quarter. Three houseboys, light 
household chores. Phone 543-8596 for details. 
11-29-3
Needed: Responsible person to babysit Tu-Wed 
nights 2:45-11:30p.m. in lower Rattlesnake home. 
Salary negotiable. 549-0021. Must have references. 
11-29-3
Models to sit for fine art photographer working on 
form figure and the nude. No previous experience 
necessary. Funds limited but will do portraits or 
build portfolio. 251-3330. 11-22-4
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS! $32,000/y ear income potential. Details 
(1)602-838-8885, Ext. Bk 4066. 11-16-10
Attention - Hiring! Government jobs - your area. 
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. 
Extension R4066. 11-22-4
Overseas jobs. $900 - $2000 mo. Summer, year- 
round, all countries, all fields. Free info. Write 
UC, P.O. Box 52-MTO2, Corona Del Mar, CA 
92625. 11-7-13
For Rent
2 large apartments, 3 or 4 stud cn ts each. Com pletcl y 
furnished (except utilities, free cable TV) across 
the footbridge one block. Broadway Motel, 1021 
E. Broadway. 549-4091. Foreign students only. 
11-29-3
Split level overlooking Greenough, pool in spring, 
furnished. $395/mo. 549-5388. 11-29-3
Sleeping room, edge of campus. No cooking, no 
smoking. $125. Phone 549-8708 or 728-2734. 
11-29-3
1-2Bdrm. split level apt. w/11/2 bath (& balcony). 
All util. pd. Near U & Downtown. 775 Monroe St. 
435-410. 721-2394
ENJOY
Artist’s studio or office space. A cross from campus. 
11’ x 6. Private. $125.00/month, negotiable. 
721-5439, eve. Non-smokers only. 11-21-3.
Decorated cake*! Designed by artist! Scrumptious’ 
Happy Jack’s Bakery 728-9267. 11-14-30
Roommates Needed
Transportation
Rider needed from Mpls. to Msla. around Jan. 1. 
Call 728-7027 or 728-0795. 11-29-2
Moving out? Wanted: One roommate, male or 
female. Ape with a view—$125/mo. and ulls. For 
info call Dave at 251-5743. 11-21-5
Two roundtrip airline tickets Msla-Scattle Dec. 
24-Jan. 4. $150 Each. 549-1993. 11-29-3
House University area. Call 721-1314. 11-29-3
For Sale
One-way plane ticket: Missoula-SaltLake-Dallas. 
12/12/89. $99; Missoula-Minneapolis-Boston 12/ 
13/89. $89. 543-3483. Zuyi. 11-29-3
Attention—Government Homes from $1. (U- 
Repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. 
Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext GH-4066. 11-29-4
One-way airline ticket to Los Angcles via Denver. 
Dec. 19. $110/offer. 728-3774 after5 p.m. or243- 
5571 before 5 p.m. 11-29-3
Complete Queen-size waterbed. $65.00 Call Ann 
721-4906. 7 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F. 11-29-3
Credit voucher for Continental Airlines flights. 
Worth $278.00 will sell for $250.00. Good 
anywhere, anytime until Nov. 1990. 251-4506 or 
243-5381. 11-29-2
Queen-size waterbed—sturdy frame with side 
padding and seat at the foot of frame. $75. Call 
549-1310 evenings. 11-29-3
Airline ticket Bos ton/Missoula RT. Dec. 11 - Jan 5. 
$210.00 542-7650. 11-29-3
Pioneer Direct DriveTumtable. Like new. $75.00 
Call 721-2517 between 9:00-10:00 a.m. or 5:00- 
6:00 p.m. Ask for Patty. 11-27-3
For sale: Airline ticket to Minneapolis, MN. 
Roundtrip. Depart Dec. 25. Return Jan. 4. $99. 
549-9747. 11-29-3
One-way ticket to Atlanta via Salt Lake. Dec. 26. 
$125. 721-0451. 11-29-3
Downhill boots. Men’s 11. Raichle 360’s. Used 
little last season. Will sacrifice $95. Call 258- 
5455. 11-29-3
Ski rack $50.00. Ask for Doug. 543-8712. 11-29-
Ticket for Sale: Leave Missoula Dec. 6, San 
Diego. Leave San Diego Dec. 13 $160.00 Monty. 
676-3755 days or 883-2350 evenings. 11-29-2
Need a mechanic you can trust? UM student, 19 
years experience. All work guaranteed. Reasonable 
rates. 251-3291. Ask for Bob.
Massage therapy. Student rates. Mike Arnold, 
certified therapist. 728-8362. 11-21-4
Sewing, mending alterations. Reasonable. Call 
721-3374.
Cibachrome Prints from slides 728-1966. 10-25-
Typing
Typing, word processing. Also transcription from 
cassette tapes. Just dictate your paper or thesis. 
Call collect, evenings. 442-2526. 11-29-3
Word processing. Editing and Writing. Quality 
Service at Reasonable Rates. 728-1623. 11-29-3
Fast Accurate Vema Brown 
543-3782. 10-3-33.
Word Processing, Editing. Expert services for 
manuscripts, theses, resumes, correspondence. The 
Text Professionals. 728-7337. 9-28-33
Fast, efficient word processing with “spell check;” 
CAROL JUNKERT: 549-1051 9-28-33
Frazzled by footnotes? Let Wordcraft Word 
Processing help. On-campus service. 549-4621. 
11-15-6
Attention—Government seized vehicles from $100. 
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus 
Buyers Guide. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext A 4066. 
11-29-4
Need ride to Wyoming for Christmas. Will share 
expenses. Laurie. 243-1797. 11-22-4
Wordprocessing, editing and writing. Quality 
service at reasonable rales. 728-1623. 11-17-4
One-way ticket to Wash. D.C. $100. Dec. 20. 549- 
5323. 11-22-4
Las? Sc Found
Printer. Star NX-1000 Rainbow. Eight built-in 
NLQ fonts. Paper parking. Cable, documentation, 
original packaging. $150.00. 728-7337. 11-22-4
One-way airline ticket. Missoula to Burbank, 
$150. Leaves Dec. 20th. 549-4006. 11-22-4
Lost: Money order made out to Shelley Hexuf. If 
found, please leave at Journalism Building 206. 
11-29-2
Guitar classical Yamaha w/case. $150. Good buy. 
721-7961. 11-22-2 Bicycles
1976 Datsun $210. Excellent reliability. $700. 
721-1752. Kathleen. Keep trying. 11-22-4.
Lost: Green North Fale waistpack containing 
35mm camera in SS building 11/20. Call 
721-7926. Ample reward. 11-29-2
Giant cinnamon rolls! Hot rye bread! Birthday 
party cakes! Free delivery pizza! Happy Jack’s 
Bakery. 125 South Avenue 728-9267. 11-14-30
Parts, tires, accessories and more: Road, Mountain 
and Track Bikers--check this out! Connie 728- 
1623. 11-22-2
Found: on 11/26. Kitten, grey tiger-stripe male, 
10-12 wks. old. Found on 600 blk. of E. Main. 
Taken to Humane Society on 11/27. 11-29-2
At Copeland Lumber, management trainees 
are the foundation of our continued success in the 
retail lumber industry. That’s why we strive to pro­
vide the proper training and guidance to build a 
rewarding career.
Previous management experience in the 
lumber industry is not essential. At Copeland we 
pride ourselves in our excellent hands-on training 
program tailored to meet the background of each 
qualified applicant.
Generous financial compensation, company- 
paid health, life and dental insurance, and in­
dependence as a manager are just a few of the 
rewards Copeland has to offer.
For more information on how Copeland can 
help you build a better future please submit a 
resume or fill out an application at:
901 N.E. Glisan 
Portland, OR 97232
COPELAND LUMBER
Quality • Service • Integrity • Since 1913
CLASSIC
READ
You are about to enter 
the supernatural world of . . .
Robert Hasttnas
Wed., Nov. 29, 8:00 p.m. 
Underground Lecture Hall
The UFO Lecture of the Year!
mega
       hair.
HAIR EXTENSIONS
Take your hair 
to the Limit
Miscellaneous
*MAKE YOUR HAIR LOOK LONGER 
AND FULLER
* LASTS FOR 6 MONTHS OR LONGER
* WILL NOT DAMAGE YOUR OWN HAIR
PIZZAZZ
Small Wonders Futons
Cotton, wool/cotton, extra-long, and custom size 
futons. Unlimited pillows! Tibetan, Pakistani, 
Zapolecan rugs. Wide selection of gifts. 125 
South Higgins by the Wilma. Tucs-Sat 11-5, 
Friday‘till 7. 721-2090. 11-29-2
Get your spaceship to the ULH tonight to hear 
Robert Hastings speak about UFO's and other 
supernatural subjects! Be there at 8:00 tonight and 
bring $1.00 for admission. 11 -29-1
You're now entering the unexplained world of 
Robert Hastings - guest lecturer on UFO's. The 
lecture will happen Wed. Nov 29, at 8:00. 
Admission is $1.00. Beam me up Robert! 11-29-1
Mon-Sat
8:30-5:30 728-1141
2203 Brooks 
(in Tandy Town)
Come to the
TIME CRUNCH? 
Don't waste time and 
energy battling your 
typewriter - let 
WORDCRAFT 
Word Processing help.
Fast, professional 
& experienced
ZWIOM'XUIMA 
SbSXMXMG CO. 
Steak House £ Lounge
1210 W. Broadway
Wednesday for
MARGARITAS
$1.50/halflitre 9-11 p.m.
FREE BUFFALO WINGS 
9-10 p.m.
Also, LADIES NIGHT 4-12 p.m. 
and HAPPY HOUR 4-6 p.m. 
Mon. thru Fri.
I.D.’S REQUIRED
549-4621
10% off to non-traditional 
students
FREE!
1 pee gourmet drink or 
1 gourmet ice cream with
meal 5-8 at
Ernie's Eatery
"all the quaintness of a European Inn with 
the selection of a h/g ctfy drLcaxessax."
1247 W. Front Downtown 721-8811/
EXPIRES DEC. 2
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A
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Today
Meetings
New Life AA--meeting 
at 7:30 p.m., University 
Center.
Adult Children of 
Alcoholics-meeting at 12 
noon. University Center.
Rodeo Club-meeting at 
5:30 p.m., 730 Eddy.
Society for Creative 
Anachronism—meeting at 7 
p.m., Social Sciences 352. 
Miscellaneous
Persons interested in 
Paragliding please contact 
Pat 549-0021.
Friends of the Library- 
are publishing a book of 
Missoula family histories 
for the Centennial. Contact 
JoRainbolt. 728-2021.
Holidya Art Fair-opens 
9 a.m., UC Mall.
Lectures
ASUM Programming-- 
"UFOs the Hidden Story,” 
by Robert Hastings, a UFO 
researcher, at 8p.m., in the 
Underground Lecture Hall. 
Admission-$2 for general 
public and $1 for students.
Wesley House-" Amer- 
icen Foreign Policy and 
Third World Aspirations: 
Issues of Peace and 
Justice," by Peter Koehn, 
director of CM’S Interna­
tional Programs, 7 p.m., 
1327 Arthur Ave.
Sports
Basketball—Grizzlies vs. 
Creighton University, 7:30 
pjn., Field House.
Contraceptive implants to be approved by FDA
First, there was rhythm. Then condoms, 
diaphragms, IUDs and the pill. Now, a new 
method of birth control for women — inserted 
under the skin — that lasts for up to five 
years.
The Norplant method, using contraceptive 
implants under the skin, is expected to be ap­
proved by the Food and Drug Administration 
within months.
The implants “give long-lasting protection, 
are convenient and contain no estrogen 
(present in the pill). And the woman doesn’t 
have to remind herself to use birth control,” 
says Sandra Waldman, spokesman for the 
Population Council of New York, which 
developed Norplant.
But Norplant has detractors, too. Concerns 
have been raised about side effects like head­
aches, nervousness, nausea, dizziness, and 
weight gain and irregular menstrual bleeding.
“We feel that approval is premature,” says 
Judy Norsigian, co-director of the Boston 
Women’s Health Book Collective, which 
compiled the popular women’s health book 
“Our Bodies, Ourselves.”
“We would like some long-term data,” 
Norsigian says, “but we realize this is unreal­
istic and too expensive. We do hope that post- 
market surveillance for at least 10 years will 
be better than it has been for some birth 
control methods.
“We plan to follow it closely.”
So far, Norplant has been followed
clinically in most of the 55,000 women in 44 
countries using it.
Approximately 1,100 women have been 
involved in clinical trials in the
United States, and an additional 280,000 
sets of capsules have been distributed in the 
13 countries where the implant has been ap­
proved for use: Finland, Sweden, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Ecuador, the Dominican Republic, 
Colombia, Peru, China, Venezuela, Sri 
Lanka, Chile and Kenya.
According to preliminary studies, Norplant 
seems effective, with less than 1 pregnancy 
per 100 women per year — about the same 
rate seen among diligent users of the pill, and 
lower than that seen among similar users of 
intrauterine devices.
Composed of six flexible tubes about 1 1-4 
inches long — Norplant continuously dis­
penses a low dose of levonorgestrel from 
each capsule into the body.
Levonorgestrel is a synthetic hormone 
used in regular oral contraceptives, which 
also include estrogen and progestogen.
A minor surgical procedure with local an­
esthetic is required to insert the tubes under 
the skin of the woman’s upper arm; no 
stitches are necessary. The insertion takes 
five to 10 minutes. Protection against 
contraception continues for five years, but 
may be ended at any time the woman decides 
to get pregnant.
To continue pregnancy prevention, a new 
set of implants must be inserted every five
years.
Researchers aren’t sure how the method 
works, but think the hormone probably 
inhibits ovulation so eggs will not be pro­
duced regularly. They also believe it thickens 
the cervical mucus so that the sperm has a 
difficult time reaching any egg that is pro­
duced. The hormones in the lining of the 
uterus also may be suppressed. This prevents 
the lining from holding and nourishing a 
fertilized egg. Regular birth control pills work 
the same way.
While approval seems a sure thing, re­
searchers are still studying Norplant closely. 
One of its advantages is that it contains no 
estrogen, a hormone in oral contraceptives 
that’s occasionally associated with such side 
effects as blood clots. Yet while the lack of 
estrogen prevents certain adverse results, the 
implants are not completely risk-free, either.
“The major problem with the implants is 
irregular (menstrual) bleeding,” says Dr. 
Samuel Pasquale, an obstetrician and gyne­
cologist at Robert Wood Johnson Medical 
School in New Brunswick, NJ. While not 
serious, it can be inconvenient.
Pasquale conducted a clinical trial from 
1984 through this year on 250 women, ages 
18-40, who used the implants. Sixty percent 
of the women in the New Jersey study 
retained the implants for five years. Still, he 
concludes: “I think it will be a good choice for 
some women.” _ __ __Copyright, 1989. USA TODAY/ 
Apple CoflegB tafermatian Network
TACOS
BOOK
BUYBACK
Friday, 
December 1st
Monday-Friday, 
December 4-8th
Bookstore
89c Super Taco AIM 
HIGH
BSN
STUDENTS.
89c Super Taco
89c Super Taco
OPEN SUNDAYS TIL 12 A.M. 
MON. - THURS. TIL 1 A.M. 
FRI. & SAT. TIL 3 A.M.
AT THE CORNER OF
MALFUNCTION JUNCTION
with student I.D. 
expires 12/8/89
Enter the Air Force 
immediately after gradua­
tion — without waiting for the 
results of your State Boards. You 
can earn great benefits as an Air 
Force nurse officer. And if selected 
during your senior year, you may 
qualify for a five-month internship 
at a major Air Force medical facili­
ty. To apply, you’ll need an overall 
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the 
Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
801-582-0276 
COLLECT
UPSET?
WRITE
A
LETTER
TO
THE
EDITOR
UC Programming Presents
HOLIDAY 
ART FAIRS
University Cento' 
University of Montana
70 Arts & 
Crafts Booths 
One group of artists
November 28 & 29
Andther group of artists
Nov. 30 & Dec. 1
Open 9am
No /Vlmission Chained 
Fbr more information Call 243-6661
$7.00
and this coupon will 
buy you any 16' 
1-item pizza
Call 721-7610 
South Ave. 
543-8222 
Eastgate Center
$5.00
and this coupon will 
buy you any 12* 
1-item pizza
Call 721-7610 
South Ave. 
543-8222
. Eastgate Center
89c Super Taco
